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US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright announced on March 20 the first substantial changes in
US policy toward Cuba since the passage of the Helms-Burton Act two years earlier. Albright told
reporters that President Bill Clinton had decided to make the changes for humanitarian reasons, but
administration statements indicated that the revised policy was also intended to increase pressures
on the Cuban government.
Among the changes are the resumption of direct charter flights to Cuba for Cuban residents in the
US and for certain religious, cultural, and humanitarian organizations. The Treasury Department
will speed up the approval process for issuing licenses for the export of medicine and medical
equipment to Cuba.
In addition, Cubans in the US will be permitted to send up to US$1,200 per year to relatives in Cuba
through licensed brokers. The administration said the flights would lower the costs to humanitarian
organizations of getting aid to Cuba. The ban on remittances is being dropped for humanitarian
reasons and because it has not been effective in bringing about change in Cuba.

Changes could block stronger congressional proposals
The president will also seek bipartisan congressional approval to streamline procedures for sending
food aid. That legislation would undercut bills pending in Congress aimed at making more drastic
changes in the Cuban embargo than the president wants. One bill, proposed by Sen. Jesse Helms
(R- NC) and the Cuban American National Foundation (CANF), would provide food aid to Cuba
but with tough restrictions on its delivery and distribution and without the resumption of charter
flights or legalized dollar remittances (see NotiCen, 02/12/98). The other bill, sponsored by Sen.
Christopher Dodd (D- CT), would lift all restrictions on the export of food and medicine to Cuba.
White House officials said Clinton might get behind the Helms bill, but at the same time, Albright
has invited Dodd to work on the administration's bipartisan effort. Policy changes follow pope's
lead on humanitarian aid After the pope's trip to Cuba in January, the White House began looking
for ways to respond to his attacks on the embargo and to the humanitarian concerns he raised
(see, NotiCen, 01/29/98). Secretary Albright began sounding out opinion in the Vatican and
found significant support among Cuban exile organizations in the US for easing restrictions on
humanitarian aid. Following the March 20 announcement, some Cuban exile leaders supported the
policy change as did some congressional critics of the embargo.
A spokesperson for the US Catholic Conference said the announcement signaled the "beginning of
a change in US-Cuba policy." Eloy Gutierrez Menoyo, head of the Miami-based exile group Cambio
Cubano said, "US policymakers are beginning to pay attention to the complaints of the international
community and to adopt an intelligent policy toward Cuba."
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By contrast, Speaker of the House of Representatives Newt Gingrich, whose support for changes in
the embargo laws would be critical for Clinton, blasted the president for giving Castro something for
nothing. Calling Castro an "assassin" and a "tyrant," Gingrich said the changes will be seen in Cuba
as a "triumph for his brutal tactics."
Rep. Lincoln Diaz-Balart (R-FL) promised to prevent Clinton from moving toward normalization of
relations with Cuba, and Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-FL) said easing the sanctions was the same
as "forgiving" Castro for the deaths of the four Hermanos al Rescate pilots who were shot down
by Cuban fighters in 1996. The shootdown prompted Clinton to sign the Helms-Burton Act and to
cancel the charter flights (see NotiSur, 03/01/96). Jose Basulto, leader of the Hermanos al Rescate
flyover, called the policy changes "treason."

Basic US policy toward Cuba is unchanged
Supporters and opponents alike interpreted Clinton's decision as a move toward normalization
of relations with Cuba. However, nothing in Albright's announcement or in subsequent State
Department elaboration of the new rules supports that assumption. Albright and Clinton appear to
have refocused US policy without greatly altering it. The changes announced on March 20 mainly
remove restrictions that Clinton imposed earlier in his administration.
The White House believes that more humanitarian aid will keep the embargo pressure on the
Cuban government while reducing the negative effects of it on the Cuban people. Albright
emphasized that the changes are not a reward for anything Castro has done, nor are they intended
to improve relations with Cuba. Senior administration officials contrasted Castro's refusal to make
changes desired by the US with changes made at the pope's initiation, when he called for greater
freedom for the Catholic Church in Cuba and the release of political prisoners. "The pope's visit
has created a different dynamic. Castro is not going to change, but...there is a desire of the [Cuban]
people to expand on the space that has been created."
In stressing the unilateral nature of the changes, the administration credited the pope with creating
the new "dynamic" but not Castro for inviting him. As for Castro's release of political prisoners in
February, the White House view is that it was not a sincere gesture because the former prisoners
might be rearrested.

Administration focuses on post-Castro policy
Secretary Albright called for a "new era of fresh thinking" in US policy. "The Cuban people are
beginning to think beyond Castro, and we need to do the same," Albright said. "We are acting
because of the new possibilities that exist outside the government's control. We can begin to
empower Cuban citizens and help them prepare to make a peaceful transition to democracy."
The relaxed rules on humanitarian aid will help "sideline Castro as much as possible" by expanding
the role of nongovernmental agencies such as the church, thus weakening ties between the Cuban
people and the government, said one official. (Sources: Reuter, 03/11/98; The Washington Post,
03/20/98; CNN, 03/20/98, 03/21/98; The Miami Herald, 03/19/98, 03/21/98; Spanish news service EFE,
03/20/98, 03/21/98, 03/23/98, 03/24/98)
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